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Copyright Statement 
 

 

A.  This website is a not-for-profit research archive, providing educational articles on the people and 

organisations which fall within the stated scope parameters of the Australian variety theatre industry between 

1850 and 1930. The stated purpose is to provide an historical archive for future generations of Australians and 

for further research purposes – both institutional and private. 
 

Original research and content is copyright of Clay Djubal (Have Gravity Will Threaten). This material is freely 

available for use by individuals and non-profit or non-subscription services under the Creative Commons legal 

code as long as the Australian Variety Theatre Archive is attributed as the source (with the inclusion of either a 

hyperlink to the site or the URL citation – www.ozvta.com). Failure to acknowledge this source is plagiarism, 

and the copyright owner reserves the right to pursue legal and/or media action against any person or 

organisation which attempts to pass research and content off as their own. 
 

 •  For further information on the Creative Commons Legal Code see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ 

 

B.   The vast majority of images in this website are not the copyright of Have Gravity Will Threaten (HGWT) 

or the Australian Variety Theatre Archive (AVTA). Most of these images are, however, now out of copyright. 

In the case of any images which may still be copyright and for which permission has not been sought, these are 

being claimed for inclusion as 'fair use' as set out in Copyright Act (sections 40 and 103C).  HGWT and the 

AVTA claim fair use under the following: 
 

1.   The images in this website are used to illustrate biographical research entries about the individuals and  

 organisations. Images taken from books, magazines, online archives (libraries etc) are also included in a  

 number of entries. In most instances the images provide information and visual resonance that cannot be  

 replicated satisfactorily through words alone. 

3.  The images are used as the primary means of visual identification in each entry.  

4.  The images are low resolution.  

5.  The images are only a small portion (less than 10%) of the original source.  

6.   The images are not replaceable with an un-copyrighted or freely copyrighted image of comparable  

 educational value.  

8.  Wherever possible the website identities the photographer, illustrator and/or copyright owner, as well as  

 the source from which the image was appropriated. 

9.  A copyright statement appears on each on-line page of the website announcing to any copyright owner  

 that they should contact the website if they wish to have an image removed. The website's contact email  

 address  is readily accessible.  
 

NB: Although the terms copyright and "reproduction rights" apply to the same concept, a number of 

websites and organisations, including state and university libraries, continue to erroneously claim 

"reproduction rights" for images for which copyright was either never assigned to them (and indeed the 

original copyright owner may not even be known)  or which have now passed out of copyright.  Only the 

original copyright owner has the right to assign reproduction rights, and these are only applicable for 50 

years after the death of the copyright owner (70 years if the copyright was still in place on or after 1 

January 2005).  
 

 10. Have Gravity Will Threaten (incorporating the Australian Variety Theatre Archive) agrees to remove any  

 image if requested to do so by the copyright owner, and upon documentary verification of that copyright  

 ownership. HGWT and the AVTA reserves the right, however, to replace the image with a notice  

 explaining that the (named) copyright owner has requested the removal of that image. The site also  

 reserves the right to publish all correspondence relating to the removal of copyright on this site. 
 

•  For further reference relating to copyright see the Australian Copyright Council website:   

 http://www.copyright.org.au 
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